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By Larry Wise

Understand the Basics of Tuning
Compound Bow Cam Systems

M

y first compound bow was
a Jennings Trail Boss twowheeler that I bought second-hand in 1976. I really didn’t do
much to it because I didn’t know anything about the compound other
than it had some “letoff” and was
much faster than my recurve. So, I
just shot it.
That December I ordered and
received a new Jennings Arrow Star
four-wheeler. WOW, what a bow!
Smooth to draw and aim and it had
all the bells and whistles of the latest
design. I shot it with fingers that first
winter and competed in the league
shoots at my local club. I wasn’t very
good – picked up a little target panic
but there was no way I was going to
give up – after all, I’d been shooting
since I was eight years old and really
enjoyed it.
The real test came in the spring
when I started shooting outdoors.
That finger shooting didn’t go well
either so the local Jennings sales rep,
Henry Fulmer, gave me a Stanislawski
back tension release aid and my
shooting took off to new heights.
Things were going really well until
one June day both cables broke.
WHAT TO DO???
That was the day I started learning how to “tune” the compound. In
fact I learned how to rebuild a compound by helping to install the new
cables, reset the wheel timing, draw
weight and draw length. I had to start
from scratch and get sighted in again
and by the following winter I shot my
first 300 (60 arrows) on the 3 inch
white spot target.
Over the next two years I learned
lots from the guys I shot with and
against. Guys like Jack Cramer, Ron

Mike Derus of Elite Archery shows their new TOUR target bow with binary cams. The
Elite binary system is comprised of two symmetric cams that are timed and shot at the
factory to ensure that the bow meets advertised specifications.

Walker and Mike Leiter. In fact, the
four of us have become life-long
friends. I also learned much from a
man you may recall, Tom Jennings.
Since then I’ve learned more and
more as the newer cam systems have
been developed but much of what I
learned in those early days still
applies and I present it all here for
you dealers to use as a guide for setting up bows for your customers. I’m
sure you have some preferred methods of your own but it’s always good
to cross-reference your own ideas
with others in case there’s something
new that you can adopt for your own
use. A few new ideas may be all it
takes to make your new customers
happy so they keep coming back into

your shop. And, the information I
gathered at the 2011 ATA Show is up
to date with the latest recommendations from the bow manufacturers.

GENERAL TUNING GUIDE
FOR COMPOUND BOWS
My job at this year’s ATA Show
was to visit the bow manufacturer’s
booths to glean new, if any, tuning
techniques, take notes and present
the information in a usable form for
all of you dealers who read
ArrowTrade.
THE BINARY CAM SYSTEM:
I’ll start with the binary-type cam
system because I ran into my good
friend Mike Derus of Elite Archery,
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based in Henrietta, New York
(elitearchery.com) the very first
morning of the show. Mike was happy
to show me Elite’s new Tour target
model twin-cam. It is 38 inches axleto-axle with a 7.875 inch brace height
and modular binary cams to yield a
27 to 32 inch draw length range. Elite
has two other binary cam systems
that produce more stored energy
than the Tour model.
The Tour is equipped with the
“Tour” target cam which is a twotrack design as are most of the binarytype systems. In the beginning days of
two-wheel compounds the one end
of each buss cable was attached
directly to the axle while the other
end was reeled onto the smaller cable
track of the cams. The binary system,
however, attaches both ends of the
cable to the cable track on the cam.
The one end reels onto the module
track while the other end reels out
cable into the system. The result is a
closed system that links both cams
together and stays in tune (the cams
roll in synch with each other). Mike
stresses that the system is fast, accurate and less affected by cable or
string stretching than other systems.
Elite Archery sets the cam “timing” at the factory. In other words,
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they make sure that the cams are
rolling in a synchronized manner. As
you can assume, the cam timing is set
by twisting one or both cables (bow
press required). The factory shoots
each bow and checks the speed it
generates. If the bow doesn’t meet the
advertised specs then it is rebuilt so it
does.
With the bow in the brace position you can check the distance from
the limb to the hole in the cam as
Mike shows in the picture. You can
also place the bow in a draw-rig,
check the timing and adjust it until
the timing dots on both cams match.
I like having the machined dots – I
don’t have to make them myself like
back in the old days.
The limbs – a really important
part – are a matched set from Dave
Barnsdale. Dave uses the best Gordon
glass blanks to build his laminated
limbs, limbs I’ve shot in the past and
know to be unsurpassed in performance and durability. The bows are
assembled at Grace Engineering
according to the specifications prescribed by the design engineers.
SETUP: The basic starting point
for the Elite bows begins with the
arrow rest height set so the arrow is at
the mounting-hole level. A 1/4 inch

The Elite Archery binary cam features a bumper post that stops
against the bow limb at full draw. The cam system adjusts by halfinch increments via draw length modules.
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nocking point setting for the top of
the nock will enable the bottom of the
arrow to be level with the arrow rest
while the center-shot setting is recommended as .75 to .80 inches from
the riser.
(ALL OF THIS INFORMATION
WILL BE PRESENTED LATER IN AN
EASY-TO-REFERENCE
SPREADSHEET.)
The Elite binary cams are
designed to provide level nock travel.
That makes good arrow flight easier
to achieve and that, in turn, means
bow tuning is much simpler. I’m sure
you’re all for that.
THE HYBRID CAM SYSTEM:
The hybrid or asymmetric cam
system has been around for at least 15
years. The original design, introduced
by Rex Darlington of Darton Bows,
has caught on across the industry and
has developed into one of the most
accurate shooting systems ever. Most
companies have a bow model that
utilizes this system to provide the
high speed most customers want.
The hybrid system in designed
with a two-track cam on the top limb
and a three-track cam on the bottom.
The cable that reels onto the bottom
center track is attached to the top axle

The distance from the bow limb to the machined hole serves as a
check on cam timing. Both the top and bottom cams should be
adjusted through cable twisting so that these distances are equal.
The timing dots on the cam perimeter can be used to check timing
when the bow is at full draw.
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The top cam on the PSE AXE
6 hybrid bow employs a sliding crescent-shaped draw
module and a draw-stop post
to fit draw lengths from 25.5
to 30 inches. It also features a
small white timing mark to
show cam rotation relative to
the cable.

via a split-yoke cable system. The
other cable, a “slave” or control cable
is attached to the top cable track so
that it reels onto the cam on the side
opposite the shooter. It attaches to the
bottom cam on the far right track
(right–handers) on the front side facing the shooter so that it reels out into
the system like the bowstring does but
at a lesser rate.
Today’s computer technology
allows for the design of all of these
tracks – two on top and three on the
bottom – so that they control intake
and outlay of cables and string in such
a manner as to create level nock travel
during the power stroke. In other

words, the bow shoots
arrows level across the
arrow rest so the bow is
easy to tune. The two-cam
design gives high speed,
too, as these systems are
capable of producing arrow
speeds in excess of 350 fps.
I interviewed Dave
Kronengold, PSE engineer,
about the newest PSE
cams. He pointed out that
when the bows are assembled at the
factory, each has the wheel timing set
according to the prescribed timing
marks on both cams. These marks
indicate where each cable should be
located, relative to each cam, when
the bow is in the brace position. This
will ensure that the cams roll in a synchronized manner to their full draw
position. Dealers should check these
markings when they first remove the
bow from the box. As with other cable
systems, the timing can be reset by
twisting cables, with a bow press
required.
One thing PSE does, according to
Dave, is design cams that can be
adjusted across a wide
span of draw lengths. The
Vendetta, for instance, has
an adjustment range of 6
inches, from 26.5 to 32.5
inches, all on the same
cam. This can be done
without the use of a press.
The bottom cam on this
PSE hybrid cam system utilizes three tracks to control
bowstring reel out and
cable take up. The proper
amount of both yields a
level nock-travel path. On
this cam the ACEGI module
fits the whole-inch draw
lengths while the BDFHJ
module fits the half-inch
draw lengths. You can see
how the spare module is
stored on the cam.
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The AXE-6 features the AXE +
Hybrid Cam System with a Posi-Lok
inner cam that adjusts in half inch
increments. The bottom cam has two
adjustable modules – one to accommodate the whole-inch positions
(A,C,E,G,I) and another to accommodate the half-inch increments
(B,D,F,H,J). This particular hybrid
cam system covers a draw length
range of 4.5 inches on this 32.5 inch
axle-to-axle bow that generates
upwards of 337 fps.
PSE installs BCY 8125 bowstrings
and BCY 452X cables to give the best
groupings. It also installs slightly
stiffer limbs on the cable side to provide added stability and ensure best
arrow groupings.
Weight ranges span about ten
pounds on any given PSE bow. Check
the specs for other brands that you
may deal with. The recommendation
for PSE bows is to not lower the
weight more than four turns on each
adjustment bolt. This is according to
the Bow Set Up DVD that has been
produced by PSE for their bows – it’s
worth getting and showing in your
shop to everyone who works on PSEs.
SET UP: The starting point for an
arrow rest on a PSE bow is indicated
by lines machined on the arrow shelf
and the side of the riser. The rest must
be adjusted so the arrow sets parallel
to both the center-shot line on the
shelf and the horizontal line across
the rest-mount hole. That makes it
simple for anyone to do.
The nocking point should locate
the bottom of the arrow level with the
arrow rest and perpendicular to the
bowstring. That means the top of the
nock will be about 3/16 to 1/4 inch
above level as indicated by a bow
square. A D-loop is recommended
and should be tied onto the bowstring with the widely used lark’s head
knot directly above and below the
arrow nock.
As with all the other bows I
viewed at the show, after setup an
arrow should be shot through paper
from a 5 foot to an 8 yard distance.
This will verify nocking point and
center-shot location, as well as, help
identify the proper spined arrow for
the bow.
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COMPOUND BOW SET UP
SPREADSHEET
CAM
SYSTEM
M

BINARY HYBRID SINGLE
(ELITE)
(PSE)
(BEAR)

ARROW
W
LEVEL

LEVEL TO REST
MOUNT HOLE

MACHINED
LINE AT
MOUNT HOLE

LEVEL TO REST
MOUNT HOLE

CENTER
R
SHOT

.75” TO .80”

PARALLEL TO
MACHINED
SHELF LINE

STRAIGHT IN
FRONT OF
STRING

NOCK
K POINT

¼”

3/16 – 4/16”

3/16 – 4/16”

CAM
M TIMING

SET AT
FACTORY

SET AT
FACTORY
(on reference
marks)

SET AT
FACTORY

PAPER
R TEST

BULLET HOLE

BULLET HOLE

¼” HIGH

THE SINGLE CAM SYSTEM
I always make it a priority to get
by the Bear Archery booth when I’m
at the show. I know some of the guys
there from my days with Xi Bows and
I also know that they are big into the

Using a D-loop on the bowstring is essential to trapping the nock above and below
preventing it from sliding down the bowstring during the power stroke. The Lark’s
Head knot is shown – the top knot should
face the opposite direction from the bottom knot.

One very helpful tuning feature on PSE
bows is the pair of reference lines
machined into the riser. The arrow should
be parallel to and set just under the upper
line when the arrow rest is correctly positioned. At the same time the center shot
position should be set so that the arrow
runs parallel to the bottom line on the
arrow shelf. This is very helpful during the
initial setting up of the bow.
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I was fortunate enough to
get an interview with Gary
Lewis of Bear Archery who
showed me the new features on the new Carnage
single cam. It features the
Skeleton single cam, a 4x4
roller guard, longer more
forgiving riser, quad limbs,
dual string suppressors
and zero-tolerance limb
pockets.

one-cam system for their top selling
bows. Just as I approached their
booth I saw an old familiar face that I
haven’t seen for 13 years – my New

Zealand friend of many
years, Trevor Irvine. We
had a great time renewing our friendship and I
learned that he has been
a Bear Dealer for several
years and is very pleased
with their single cam
products.
I took an interest in
the Bear Carnage single
cam model and asked
Bear’s tech-man Gary
Lewis about the specifics of setting up
this bow. It is, as mentioned, a single
cam which means that the bottom
cam has three tracks while the top
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across the box. Luckily, the bow was
fine but the box was destroyed.)
Further, the bow should be shot
about 50 times and then the specs
rechecked and reset if necessary. (I
recommend this for any new bow.)
Also, if the bow has any top idler lean
then one side of the yoke should be
twisted to bring it back into line with
the bowstring – something you
should do to any bow.

TUNING BEYOND SET UP:
After the arrow rest, nocking
point, peep and bow sight are
installed the tuning steps you follow
for the different cam types are all
about the same. After all, we’re
launching arrows from a bowstring to
a target so getting them to fly consistently with a high degree of stability
requires a specific set of techniques.
The following tuning guide will help
you get your customers’ bows shooting well with, I hope, a minimum of
time spent.
It should be obvious that bow
tuning hasn’t changed much over the
last ten years. In fact, most of what I
did to tune my Jennings T-Star back in
the 1980s I’m still doing today. The
major difference is that I don’t have to
keep doing it to the same bow over
and over as the season progresses;

today’s bows stay in tune for a much
longer period of time. The materials
used, the design features, assembly
techniques and factory testing make
them much more ready to shoot right
out of the box and far more likely to
stay in tune.
BUT, they still need some tuning
to get them really ready for target
shooting or bow hunting. No factory
can truly personalize a bow for a particular individual. Use the following
tuning steps and you’ll be able to put
the finishing touches to any bow you
sell.
NOCK FIT: Proper fit can be tested by pulling the arrow with your
index finger and thumb. A slight tug
should “pop” the nock off the string.
If you hold the bow so the string is
horizontal and the arrow falls off by
its own weight then the nock fit is too
loose.
In either case, one of two remedies must be employed. If your nocks
fit too tight you must either reduce
the diameter of the bowstring or
increase the throat size of your nocks.
If you’re using the Easton “G” nock
series you can move from the .088”
throat size to the .098” size and
maybe have the proper fit.
Manufacturers are

The Bear Skeleton cam features half-inch incremental draw
length adjustments. There are eleven holes for the cable-stop
that cover draw lengths of 25.5 to 30.5 inches.
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paying close attention to this these
days and I seldom encounter a problem with nock fit but check it anyway
to be sure.
DRAW LENGTH FITTING AND
ADJUSTMENT: This is the most
important part of bow tuning. Getting
the draw length of the bow set to
match the shooter is vital to helping
that shooter become a consistent and
accurate archer. A bow that is not
matched correctly – too short or too
long – will contribute to poor shooting form, poor arrow groupings and
non-vital hits on game animals.
Just yesterday I reviewed about 30
video clips that are up on You Tube
and other web sites. They were
attempting to give tips about proper
bow fitting to hunters and archers in
general. NONE of them, and I do
mean none, got it correct!
All I heard from them was that
the shooter should get into a comfortable anchor and hold the bow arm
toward the target. But the term “comfortable anchor” has no definition –
we don’t know what that means. We
need to define our terms and since we
use our body, muscles and skeleton,
to shoot a bow we must define our
proper FULL-DRAW-POSITION in

The back side of the Bear Skeleton cam shows the black draw
length module which can be interchanged with ten others. The
cable stop post is then set in the matching position for the given
module. This is a quick way to get the bow set to the draw length
required by your customer.
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This photo demonstrates the most important aspect of shooting form, proper fulldraw-position for shooting archery. With
today’s bows, adjusting bow draw length
until an archer’s drawing forearm and
elbow are in line with the arrow is easy to
do and to see. This position of the drawing
arm allows the archer to transfer the bowholding load out of their arm and into
their back muscles thus relaxing the forearm for a repeatable release and a natural
follow-through. Any other position
requires the use of more arm muscle
resulting in a far less repeatable shot.

Line up the drawing forearm with the
arrow and you’ll shoot your best.

terms that make our body biomechanically efficient.
You can use lots of muscle to
shoot archery but if you do you’ll
fatigue quickly and perform inconsistently. Instead you need to put
your skeleton in position to carry the
bow-shooting loads and relax most
of your muscles in order to reach
your maximum level of consistency
and accuracy.
Here’s the position as I’ve presented it many times in previous
issues of ArrowTrade.

truth. I realize that home-spun methods are well intended but we if we
ignore the science of our sport we will
(our customers will) pay the price!

DRAW ADJUSTING: Fitting
archers is easy if you have the above
model to use as a reference. If your
customer is drawing short of the prescribed arrow line as shown above,
then increase the draw length of the
bow by changing draw modules,
increasing the D-loop length, or
twisting cables and/or string. The last
resort, of course, is to install a longerdraw cam system – not usually cheap.
If your customer is drawing too

At full draw:
a) You should have your bow arm
extended so that the arm bones are in
line and resist the force of the bow –
they act like a stick between your
body and the bow handle.
b) Your drawing (holding) forearm and elbow should be positioned
so that it is in line with the arrow
enabling you to transfer the bowholding force into your back muscles.
This allows you to relax your forearm
and upper arm in order to effect your
most consistent release and followthrough.
c) Drawing short or long relative
to this line will render an archer less
effective, less consistent and, therefore, less accurate at the moment of
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long, beyond the arrow line, then
shorten the draw length by changing
modules, shortening the D-loop if
possible, adjusting the twists on the
cables and/or string and, lastly,
installing a smaller cam system.
POWDER TEST: Spray white
powder foot spray on the fletched end
of the arrow, shoot it and check for
contact marks on the fletching. If they
are contacting the arrow rest then
make adjustments to center shot,
nocking point and/or nock rotation
in order to eliminate the contact. Be
aware that some drop-away rests
bounce upward into the path of the
arrow and may need adjusting to
allow the rest to fall completely out of
the fletching path.
PAPER TESTING: I use this test
(an arrow shot through a piece of
newspaper) to verify that I have an
arrow size that is reasonably close to
the correct size for this bow setup. A
bad tear in the paper from 5 yards distance will tell you rather quickly that
something is not good. If you’ve fol-
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lowed the factory guidelines on rest
set up then you can be reasonably
certain that the arrow size is the
source of the problem. Try several
other sizes until you get a reasonable
paper tear.
So what’s reasonable is the question. When shooting from five yards I
expect to get a hole that is less than
1/2 inch long. I prefer the hole, if it’s
not near perfect, to be slightly highleft (right-handers) or just straight
high. You’ll notice in the tuning
spreadsheet that Bear Archery suggests a hole that is 1/4 inch high from
their single cam bows.
High tears indicate the need for a
lower nocking point while low tears
need a higher nocking point. Left
tears by a right-hander indicate the
need for a weaker spined shaft and/or
more draw weight and/or center shot
moved right. The opposite is true for
right tears.
SHORT RANGE SHOOTING:
Bear Archery recommends that actual shooting start at 15 yards. I like that
distance also. Twenty yards will do as
well and I’ve started at 10 depending
on how confident you are in your initial sight installation. Adjust the sight
until the arrows are grouping in a 3
inch spot at close range.
In order to fine tune the arrow
rest center-shot location use the
Plumb (vertical) Line Test. From a 3
inch aiming spot hang a plumb line
or strip of masking tape. Shoot one
arrow at 15 yards at the aiming spot.
Next, step back 10 yards, aim at
the same spot with the same pin and
shoot one arrow. The arrow will
impact slightly below the first arrow.
Move 10 yards further from the target and shoot a third arrow resulting
in three arrows in a nearly vertical
line. If the arrows are near the plumb
line all is well with the center shot
location of your arrow rest. If the
lower arrows impact further to one
side of the plumb line then adjust
the horizontal position arrow rest:
The hybrid cam system on the PSE Axe 6
enables this bow to store a high amount
of energy and deliver arrow speeds in
excess of 340 fps. The ability to adjust the
cam timing makes it easy for the dealer or
owner to attain a high level of accuracy.
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arrows to the left of the line indicate
a rest adjustment to the right and
vice-versa.
Repeat the plumb line test until
you get consistent results. Target
shooters often use this test at much
longer distances; skill level determines the maximum distance a
given archer should use.
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LONG RANGE TESTING: Bow
tuning never ends until you have the
best arrow groups that your ability
allows you to produce. That means
that you shoot from long range,
assess the groups and make any
needed adjustments to make
improvements. I’ve spent lots of
hours shooting at 50 and 60 yards
with many excursions to the 80 yards
that I needed for field archery. Here
are some techniques I employed.
WHEEL TIMING: I test small
changes in wheel timing to gauge the
aiming steadiness and group tightness. Your students can do this by
adding or removing single twist
increments to the yoked power cable
on an asymmetric cam bow. Record
the results. Again, he or she is looking for steadiness and repeat feel for
the shot.
TILLER: Small changes to tiller
settings may have an effect on how
the bow “sits” on the aiming spot.
Your student should add 1/4 turn to
one limb bolt and remove 1/4 turn
from the opposite bolt then shoot
test. Record the results while looking
for the best and steadiest hold on the
spot center.
VERTICAL GROUPINGS: Some
bow setups produce high and low
misses at the target. For groups that
appear as a vertical line of arrows
through the target spot, check the following.
HIGH NOCKING POINT – lower
the nocking point on the string and
retest.
WEAK LAUNCHER – stiffen the
launcher in some manner.
HEAVY POINT – test a lighter
point.
LOW HAND PRESSURE – reset
the bow hand to apply even pressure
instead of “heel” pressure then
retest.
LOOSE NOCKS – check for proper nock fit. Also check to be sure the
nock is trapped above and below as
nock-slide on the string causes high
arrows.
HORIZONTAL
GROUPINGS:
Other bow setups produce horizontal
groupings across the middle of the

target spot. Check the following:
LOW NOCKING POINT – raise
the nocking point on the string and
retest.
STIFF LAUNCHER – weaken the
launcher in some manner and retest.
LIGHT POINT – Test a heavier
point in your arrows.
HAND TORQUE – the hand is
tensed in some way and applying
torque to the bow grip. Reposition
and relax the bow hand and retest.
TIGHT NOCKS – Modify the nock
fit and check the D-loop for nockpinch.
WILD ARROWS: Occasionally a
bow setup will produce wild arrows
that don’t impact with the others in a
group. Check the following:
BAD ARROW – the arrow may be
defective in some way. A crack, bad
nock, not straight, bent point, or an
invisible sidewall flaw. Set it aside
and test it again later.
FLETCH CONTACT – spray test
the fletched end again to check for
arrow rest contact and adjust accordingly.
MISMATCHED SPINE – the
arrow spine being used is not
matched to the bow setup. Try other
shaft sizes.
WHEEL TIMING – the twin or
asymmetric cam system is slightly
out of adjustment. Use cable twisting
techniques to reset the timing for best
groups.

EDITOR’S NOTE: Larry’s books
are available from Larry Wise Archery,
402 Locust Grove Road, Mifflintown,
PA 17059 for $14 + $3 postage. Titles
available are Tuning Your Compound
Bow, Tuning and Silencing Your
Bowhunting System, Bow and Arrow:
A Complete Guide. The phone number for Larry Wise Archery is (717)
436-9168.
Larry Wise is also available to
conduct one and two day
CoreArchery Academies on shooting
form. Personalized coaching is now
available on-line via Skype, and video
clips of Larry offering bowhunting
tips can be seen on the bowhunting.net website. To contact by email,
use larry@larrywise.com and see that
website for more information.
For past articles by Larry Wise,
see ArrowTrade Magazine’s twin websites: Dial-up internet users can go to
arrowtrademagazine.com while the
user-friendly arrowtrademag.com
requires a high speed connection.

BITZENBURGER

CONCLUSION:
This tuning guide is by no means
complete. I’m sure you have other
techniques that you use to get your
customer’s bow in good shooting
order - add them to this list. The bow
designs of the last five years make it
relatively easy to get good arrow flight
and tight groups so dealers like you
don’t have to spend lots of valuable
“selling” time helping someone tune
their bow.
Don’t forget to recommend this
article (it’s on line now at ARROWTRADEMAG.COM) to all of your customers so they can learn on their own
and help you teach others to help
themselves.
Shoot straight, keep well.
Larry
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